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Abstract
This article presents the basic guidelines of adapting traditional maps into modern methods according to the major
guidelines of tactile maps. The bullet point of the analysis for the development of the problem associated with
geographical names and labels on the coloured tactile maps is to examine the shapes and the key elements of mapping.
The lack of tactile maps in the educational system in Kurdistan regions especially and Iraq, in general, should have
been mentioned: blind and low vision students should learn according to the same system that normal students use to
learn with maps at school. The examples are chosen from the educational curriculum, which proves this study is based
on a graphic and technological solution in order to develop the current educational system of the school. The obtained
resultsare very useful for blind and low sighted students to communicate information through the key and abbreviations
on the map due to finding the geographical location easily. All the described elements on maps have a notorious impact
on raising the practical value of tactile maps in Kurdistan regions in Iraq.
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INTRODUCTION
Maps have been a significant part of human history for a long time. Paper maps were used and printed as guides for
geography, geopolitical, historical, social knowledge and sciences, which all resulted in mankind navigating and
viewing on the world easily. Additionally, maps are the best tools that can aid people to build a better theory of changes
and the level of their education as well as cartography allows people to achieve knowledge effectively due to leading
them into the important step towards independence and examine the way to participate more fully in the regular
geography and social studies curriculum. Commonly, school is the first step to develope map knowledge that reaches
people from early school life, then they start gathering locational information in different sources. For those reasons,
schools should offer professional maps for those students who enjoy their science subjects and more information about
the location, resulting in students have a better idea about maps and can explain their opinions more obviously and the
results will be rich in map materials. In the Iraqi Kurdistan region sight students have full access to study all map
facilities including the library maps for students, to be familiar and achieve map information easily. However, blind and
low vision students must have access to this type of information, and it cannot be apart from it. Unfortunately, the lack
of tactile maps is mainly obvious in Kurdistan Iraq educational system. It should be noted that all students with low
sight and blind people have to learn according to the same program that is accessible on the public and private schools
in Kurdistan Iraq. The educational programs in Iraqi Kurdistan have a full range of educational sources they can use
during their classes. On the other hand, both vision and especially blind children, to learn not only to need a teacher
with a special knowledge, who can carry out the program using oral teaching methods but also with the help of teaching
aids. One such source is a tactile map. The source of blind and visually impaired in tactile map works in Kurdistan Iraq
is insignificant or it can be said that the supplementary of the tactile map in Kurdistan Iraq does not exist: this research
allows to have hope that the new tactile maps for Iraq generally and Kurdistan particularly will be appearing soon as
well as the research becomes the part of the school curriculum for developing map skills for blind and low vision
students. Tactile maps aims at investigating the need for detailed rules and standards on how maps should be made
available or how to provide a valuable source for assistive functionalities about the geographic data for all people with
disabilities. The kernel of this investigation is to provide equal access to information. Regarding the terms of the tactile
map is to have the specific target for the act of understanding the locational information which can be presented on a
map.
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METHODOLOGY
Significantly, the maps for the blind and visually impaired must be similar to the maps for the healthy sighted, so the
researcher has taken the sample maps, which are identical to those in school atlases or textbooks. Also, maps have to be
clear enough for sighted people because parents or teachers would work with blind and low vision students and they
might have habits to learn the differences between reading maps with healthy sight and sightless. Figure 1 shows an
example of „map” used in blind and visually impaired schools in Kurdistan Iraq. Geography teachers confirmed that for
low vision and blind students, maps were created using plastic, sugar, rice, seeds, beans, nuts and cereals, which brings
the view or concepts that need to memorize map information for users (Kareem.A, 2019). Figure 2 shows another
technique that was used to produce maps for blind and low sight people: the art of embroidering. This was a very
creative way to highlight all locational features and then used as an aid for disabled memories.

Figure 1. The old method of maps used by schools in Kurdistan

Figure 2. Embroidery of the map displayed by schools in Kurdistan

The result from comparing both maps was that teachers used it, but they found that these were not useful for learning at
school. They rejected both old methods made by hand, because teachers found that students were not satisfied and maps
were not qualified with the newly available technology that is available in other private schools for learning and using
maps. As previously mentioned, this research is becoming the first hope to develop a map in Iraqi Kurdistan for people
who are blind and low vision, so the map should be felt rather than be seen. In most blind people the tactile
consciousness is highlighted to reward for the loss of sight and this research aims to experiment with these solutions in
the autonomous region of Kurdistan in Iraq, beginning the study of the options on the use of the most modern
techniques and solutions in the Kurdish special education. The research investigated that maps have been developing
more accurately such as using software and drawing on a special paper for blind or using contrast color gels for low
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vision users. Human civilizations have never been able to stop technology, so mankind starts the processes
for producing printing maps by different types of plastic, shaping carton or metal (Virga, Vincent, et al., 2007). These
days they can produce not very complicated tactile maps but also, they can deliver 3D printing and dot maps for blind
people. Interestingly, some of the manufacturing can produce maps by using screen printing known as serigraphy. This
method is creating an image on paper, fabric or some other object by pressing ink through a screen with areas blocked
off by a design map. Additionally, the most popular printing for the Braille is called swell paper and it is also known as
the microcapsule, puff or fuser paper. This technology is the heat-sensitive paper and contains chemical ingredients that
swell up to form a raised texture (Thinkable products for visually impaired people, 2015). Figure 3 shows one of the
samples that the researcher was able to quickly create, in total 47 different and distinct maps that could be exported
from ArcGIS for blind and visually impaired users. However, printing and publishing all tactile maps can be
one of the requirements that should be considered in future studies. The result of developing the tactile
sample maps is to assure learning for tactile readers through the standardization of braille and tactile graphics so the
map follows all rules which provide opinions concerning braille in all existing techniques. The effects of its decisions
on additional existing Braille codes and formats will be the ease of production by various methods and suitability to all
readers and students. The below briefly explains some rules, which have been used on the map:
1. adding the Braille writing system onto maps can be one of the requirements that should be considered for
studies. It deals with rules now in existence or to be developed in the future, in collaboration with using
English Braille.
2. The research facilitates the use, teaching, and production of -Braille. For that reason, the design map should
follow the standard tactile graphic, for example, developed the abbreviation letter is the only way to achieve
the main goal, which is facilitating map reading for the blind and completely developed the graphic of the map
due to having more spaces to write both texts and shown more graphically rather than words (Table 1).
3. Graphic shapes like points, areas, and lines have a particular significance for the map. In some types of maps,
they represent how information changes from map to another. Typically, shapes illustrate the content of the
map.
4. It is very important to describe the tactile maps correctly and the choice of fonts must be familiar with Braille
standard because the font is important elements in the world of the blind, which can hinder the process of
reading with touch. For that reason, the RNIB font is used. RNIB was created by the Royal National Institute
of Blind People (RNIB).
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Figure 3. Sample map produced by adapting the traditional method to the new modern ways

CONCLUSION
Considering the recent achievements and development, there is a reason to hope the development of more projects that
would provide schools with new educational supplements similar to colored tactile maps. In this research, a sample
map was presented for blind and visually impaired students successfully. The study showed that this
technology is used by all people widely. Low vision and blind people will access the knowledge that used to be
challenging to attain. In addition, tactile maps can help them by giving them a chance to learn about

geographical information. The aim is to use, maintain or improve physical ability and skills while
providing enjoyment and in some cases, entertainment for observers. The graphic of tactile maps set out
an approach to tactile map design and production that will enable anyone to prepare raised graphics that
can be understood by, and meet the needs of, blind and visually impaired people. The research serves
them maps to be independent in the future and familiar with county names and regions in the world. The
results of this research represent that scholars are trying harder to familiarize low vision and blind
people with this technology. Also, studying maps is a part of the school curriculum that requires skills
and technology needs that have not been accessible to low vision and blind people until now so shortly
students can have fully accessible to study maps at school as the same sight students in Kurdistan
regions of Iraq. For future studies would be better for researchers in the area to examine on publishing
atlas and perform the study in a 3D map for blind and vision students.
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Table 1. List of 'keys' used in front of abbreviated proper names on the map for blind pupils
DU

DUHOK

ER

ERBIL

NI

NINAWA

KI

KIRKUK

SU

SULAYMANIYAH

SD

SALA AL DIN

BG

BAGDAD

AN

ANBAR

DI

DIYALA

KA

KARBALA

BB

BABYLON

WA

WASSIT

QA

QADISSAYA

NA

NAJAF

MU

MUTHANNA

DQ

DHI QAR

MS

MISSAN

BA

BASRA

JO

JORDAN

KW

KUWAIT
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